We show that quotients of local Banach algebras are local Banach algebras. This solves a problem posed by B. Blackadar in his book on ^-Theory [BLAll. Furthermore our techniques allow to prove additional density Theorems for the ^-Theory of normed algebras stable under inverses and logarithms.
Introduction
Local Banach algebras arise naturally in the context of differential geometry. In commutative differential geometry the algebra of C °°-functions on a manifold 3JZ with compact support constitutes the natural local Banach algebra which represents the differentiable structure of 3JZ. In his pioneering work on non-commutative differential geometry and cyclic cohomology A. Connes [CON 1] has constructed a pairing between the cyclic cohomology of the underlying algebra Jl and its ^-Theory. In many cases JL is a local Banach algebra and the ^-Theory of Jl can identified with the ^-Theory of its closure. In his book on ^-Theory B. Blackadar poses the problem whether the quotient of local Banach algebras is a local Banach algebra-cf. [BLAl, p. 19] . In this paper we shall give an affirmative positive solution to this question. Furthermore we can use our technique to identify the /^-Theory of normed algebras that are closed under inverses and logarithms with the J^-Theory of their closures. In fact this class is good enough-see Proposition 1.6 and Corollary 2.3.-to permit the holomorphic functional calculus needed to establish Bott periodicity and the well known cyclic sixterm exact sequence of complex K-Theory. Furthermore one can apply the density theorems mentioned above to obtain short proofs of results by A. Connes 
Quotients of Local Algebras
The following Theorem shows that quotients of local Banach algebras are local Banach algebras.
2ol e Theorem,, Let Jibe a normed algebra which is stable under calculus of power series. Then <Jl is a local Banach algebra.
Proof. Let x^Jl, let U be an open neighborhood of a(x), and let r be a piecewise linear path that surrounds o(x) in U. Let / be a function which is holomorphic on U. Let g(Z)=(Zl-x)-\ Z^C\a(x).
There exists £>0 such that the following statements are true : a) for X, ??er satisfying | -*-rj \<d one has: ||1-g(X)~lg(ri)\\ < 1, and b) for ^er/has a power series expansion around X on the disk of radius d. Now consider a line segment rdP with one endpoint equal to X and length less than d. Then one has Now one uses the power series for / around /I to get a power series in and (A-7J) which can be integrated term by term. D 2 8 2o Definition,, Suppose that Jl is a normed algebra. We shall say that The author is grateful to the referee for a simplified argument in the proof of Proposition 1.6.
